
Action Learn more about Equiinet’s Network Quality Gateway for Teams

Organizations face challenges

Enabling users to benefit

quickly from making and 

receiving traditional 

telephone calls from inside

and alongside Microsoft 

Teams; integrate your 

existing PBX and PSTN 

service, port transfer your 

telephone numbers, bring 

your own provider and 

ensure call quality (QoS).

Enabling Organizations to Meet Microsoft 

Teams Calling Capabilities through Virtual 

Software and On-Premise Hardware 

EquiiNET’s pioneering Microsoft Teams Direct Routing service for seamlessly 

connecting Microsoft 365 to legacy phone systems (PBX) or landline (PSTN) is 

delivered to users simply through Direct Routing, with either On-Premise 

Hardware (xINA), Virtualized Software (VM) or Hybrid Cloud (HC) using Ribbon’s SBC.

Introduction

Equiinet is one of the worlds most trusted cyber security 

and voice system provider, optimizing Microsoft 365 

capabilities as one of Microsoft’s most recognized 

partners and enhancing innovative innovations to fit the 

technology around your business and not the other 

way that others will try to impose.

Equiinet is available around the globe delivering  

highly available enterprise grade security services with 

encryption from endpoint to cloud and beyond.

Ribbon is the largest SBC provider for Microsoft Direct 

Routing holding a prime leadership over the Microsoft’s 

coveted certification.

https://www.equiinet.com/tica


Benefits of Equiinet’s Direct Routing
• Single login with activations in a 

few intuitive steps

• Bridge between PBX, PSTN & Microsoft 

Teams in minutes

• Telephone calling with Equiinet calling plan

• Compatible with all systems

• Selective selection of Teams and non-

Teams user licensing for lower costs

• 99.999% Uptime guarantees

• Interoperable with existing telephony 

software

• Volume discounts

• Fully managed

• Support in over 20 languages

• Connect your desk phone to your PC and 

Mobile App

Your calls pass easily between your PBX and 

Microsoft Office 365 while staying within the 

Microsoft Cloud. Equiinet integrates cross 

platforms enabling disparate system to unify 

communications with the world best 

productivity suite.

IT Professionals

• Can provide telephone calling to Microsoft 

Teams with affordable calling plans and 

interoperability

• Can deploy a single solution

• Can be Cloud, On-Premise or Hybrid for 

compliance and scalability

• Can avoid business disruption, capital 

expenditure and silently integrate

• Can easily deploy remote worker infrastructure

Company Leaders

• Can improve efficiency

• Can provide remote and home working

• Can manage costs and licenses

• Can allow users to bring their own devices 

more safely

• Can improve user viability and productivity

Technical Overview
Equiinet’s Direct Routing solution is hosted 

within Microsoft datacenters, so your calls 

between Equiinet and Office 365 never leave the 

Microsoft Cloud infrastructure.

Equiinet allows Office 365 Teams users to 

connect into your phone system just like an 

existing desk phone or softphone. This means 

you do not touch any of your existing phone 

system configuration and you only need to give 

the Teams capability to users that need it. 

Everything else stays the same.

No number porting, end user training or 

complex reconfiguration is required. No 

hardware or software required, Equiinet is a

true multi-tenant Cloud service, you simply 

use it on a per-user subscription.

Until now, getting Office 365 Teams integration 

has been cost prohibitive for all but the larger 

corporations. Equiinet removes the need to buy 

expensive additional equipment, consultancy 

and licensing; instead a simple per-user 

subscription and provides the full interface 

between your PBX and Office 365. 

It works with all Cloud and on-premise PBXs 

that support a SIP phone. It is as simple as that! 

Action Start using Microsoft Teams today.

https://www.equiinet.com/microsoft-teams-direct-routing-equiinet

